
Thank you for your purchase of our massager. 

Please read this manual carefully before use. 

Please keep this manual for future reference 

and usuage.
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Notices 

Warnings  Possible risk of injury if incorrectly operated . 

Do no tamper with. improper us may lead to serious injury and 
damage to the chair.

 The symbol indicates that the is product must be 
unplugged from the outlet when no in use or being 
repaired.  

Symbol signifying prohibiting any tampering.
The symol means specific warnings
( EX : prohibiting dismantlement for the chair)

signifying warnings and notices
( The left symbol means general warnings and notices )

Safety Precautions 

Please notice there are Warning and Notice used to mark the degree of possible injuries 
or damages and the emergency by wrong operation.

These warnings are made for your correct use of this massager in order to prevent you 
from any injury and damage.

Please read these precautions before use and follow it carefully.

<Symbol Examples>
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Safety Precautions 

Warnings
People with the following conditiosn cannot use the massage chair unless they consult with doctors. 

Malignant Tumor Patients
Pregnant women or menstrual women
Illness with high fever
Illness with acute diseases or soreness
Osteoporosis patients
Perceptual Disorder Patients
People with heart pacemakers or other implantinstrument
Cardiac 
People with anemia
People with any spinal issues 
People receiving treatments ever or with hurts on some parts of body 
Patients receiving treatments or feeling abnormal
People demanding staying at quiet places
Feet with serious blood circulation disorder
Physical abnormalities appearing sometimes

Please  unplug immediately when the massage chair is not working normally. Contact the 
customer care department at Osaki/Titan and speak with the customer cared department so 
that they may support and instruct you on the appropriate steps to resolve the issue.

Pay attention not to put the feet or hands under the footrest when putting it down.
Please ensure there are no animals or children under the footrest to avoid any injuries.

Please make sure there are no persons, objects or pets under the footrest and behind the chair
when laying down the backrest and the footrest. And also ensure there are no animals or children
under footrest to avoid any injuries.

When starting the massage it will conduct a body scan that will map out the curvature of the 
back.  Once the scan is complete, the massage heads should start at the shoulders.  If not please 
manually adjust using the remote to move the massage heads up or down. 

When using the massage chair be sure there are no visible tears on the fabric portion of the 
backrest.  If a tear is found do NOT use the chair and contact manufacturer to resolve the 
matter.

Please make sure the chair is plugged into a the recommended power rated outlet to prevent injury

Do not use the broken power cords or plugs to avoid any electric shock, short circuit and fires.

Do not let the children play on the massage chair  to avoid any injuries or damage.

Do not damage, break, make processing, bend forcibly, stretch, twist, adhere and tie the power
cords. Do not put heavy things onto the power cords and do not fasten the power cords during
movement in order to prevent any electric shock or spark from broken power cords. 

Do not wear any jewelry or accessories when using this chair. It may cause bodily injury.

Pay attention to the operation of the massage balls and do not massage excessively 
when massaging the neck to avoid any injuries. 

It is advised that you do NOT operate the chair when pets or children are within 5 feet of the 
chair.

Children or person with any metal or physical handicap should not operate the chair without proper 
supervision. Anyone with any medical device inplants or dependent on a medical device must 
advise and get approval by their doctor before using.  They chair generates a weak electrical field.
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Safety Precautions

Warnings

Do not place it in bathrooms or other damp and humid places in order to avoid any 
electric shock, fire,breakdown and rust. 

Do not engage dismantling, repair and re-fix except the repairing technicians in order to
prevent fire and electric shock. 

Notices
Do not exceed more than 15 minutes of usage per day.  If your body feels fine after a few 
days you may attempt to use for an extend period of time.  If any signs of discomfort or pain 
arise stop immediately and contact your doctor. It highly recommended that the massage 
does not concentrate on one areas for more than 5 minutes. It may cause injury.

Please stop using the massage chair if physical abnormalities appear or if pain is felt.

Please cut off the power after use. Accidents may occur if children play with it.

Please use it on the flat ground in order to avoid any breakdowns and accidents. 

Please unplug the chair from the power outlet to prevent from power surges during 
storms.  The chair must be plugged into a stable outlet wher the power does not skip.

Please pull out the plug by holding the head instead of pulling the power cord, in order to 
prevent from fire, electric shock and short circuit. 

By removing the plug when the chair is not in use prevents from injury of children and 
pets. It also puts less stress on the electrical components.

When cleaning or repairing the chair, the power cord MUST be removed from the outlet. 
If not this may cause serious injury.  Do NOT unplug with wet or damp hands!

Do not use this massage chair with any other devices. 

Do not sleep while in the massage chair.  Unmonitored use may lead to injury such as over 
massaged muscled of back pain.  Also it is unsafe to for children or pets when not 
conscience of the surroundings.

Do not use it for any purposes other than massage
in order to avoid any breakdowns or accidents.
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Safety Precautions

Warnings

Please move the massage chair with the proper number of able bodies and follow the instructions to 
prevent damage and injury.

Before sitting in the chair be aware of where the massage roller heads are in the backrest. 

Please be aware of the power cord and remote wire sho that you do not trip on them. This may 
cause serious injury and damage to the chair.

Do not put head and hands under the footrest and any other moving parts of the chair to avoid 
serious injury

Do not use it around heaters or areas with high temperatures of 85 degrees fahrenheit. Do not 
smoke while using. Do not use electric blankets or any other garment or device with this chair.

remove any pointy, hard or metal objects from your clothing or body before using the chair. 
These objects my fall into the chair and my cause injury.

Do not use any alcohol based cleaners or bleach containing liquids nor harsh 
chemicals to clean the chair.  Use a damp or dry cloth when cleaning.

Do not sit on the backrest, armrest, arm and footrest to avoid any injuries or breakdowns.

Do not move the massage chair on wooden floors, blankets and other floors which may be easily 
scraping to avoid any surface damaged. If on tile or hard wood use a rug to dampen the sound.

Do not lay down the massage chair or hit it to avoid any injuries or breakdowns. 

Do not use it right after meals to avoid any discomfort. 

When attempting to move the chair be sure all objects are removed from the chair for the 
safety of chair and the persons moving it.  2 or more people are required to move the chair.

Do not have the massage chair seat 2 persons or more to avoid any injuries or breakdowns.

Using th chair the person must be fully clothed and no part of his/her skin should make contact.

Do not insert elbow, knee, head, stomach, hands or feet between massage rolling 
heads. The massage heads are strictly intended to massage the back.

No hair accessories can be worn or jewelery while using the chair to avoid bodly injury.

Please make sure the  ground wire is in good working condition to prevent electric shock from 
any breakdowns or electric shortage.  If the ground connection or cable is damaged do not use.

When turning on the chair be sure the power cord is completely inserted into the outlet 
with no part of the connectors exposed.  
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Preparation

Take out the massage chair and accessories from the packing case.

Assembling and Folding Backrest

Backrest Latch

x

Backrest latch

Unfasten

To put the backrest in the forward position, press 
down on the lever at the bottom of the backrest 
and gently push forward.
※Do not lay down the backrest too fast to avoid

injury and damage.

Move the backrest in the direction of the arrow 
indicates below and make sure the backrest 
clamp locks firmly into the base. You will hear a 
clicking sound indicating that the backrest has 
locked in.

Notice

Remote Control Stand

Massage Chair 

User's Manual

Back Cushion

Hole Cover

Pillow

Accessories

Notice
Do not touch the areas marked with 
this warning symbol. .

 
Do not place your arms or fingers 
between the armrest and backrest 
when you moving the backrest.
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Preparation

Assembling  the  Remote  Control  Stand

Mount the remote control using the screws 
provided into the left arm panel (when sitting 
down) of the chair.

1 Finished.2

Notice
Please be sure the screws are are firmly tighten to prevent any damage 
to the remote control and detachment from the side panel.

Adjustment of Remote Control Stand Finished Image

Simply tighten the screw to fix the 
position of the remote holder

Fixing Screw

Tight

Loose
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Preparation

Moving the Massage Chair

Notice
。

Do not move the chair if there is someone or something on it, or it may turn over. 
Do not attempt to pull or drag on the floors which will cause markings and damage to the floors. 
Move as instructed or have 2 or more people lift from the bottom to move. 
Do not lift by the seat or footrest during move.
Be sure when lifting the chair that you are not physically straining.  If you are finding it difficult as for 
help before reattempting.
Please remove the remote before attempting move.

Raise the head of the chair and push forward. 

70 cm and above

70 cm and above

Placing the Massage Chair

In order use the chair in the full recline position, you will require at least 70 cm behind the backrest 
when in the upright position and 70 cm in front of the footrest to allow for the footrest to come up to it 
highest position.

Suggestion : Put a mat or rug under the massage chair in order to prevent floors from getting damaged 
and also to reduce the sound the chair makes when operating.
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Part Names and Functions

Massage Chair

Massage Position
Body parts massage with mechanical
strength (massage balls)

Waist

Back & Shoulder

Buttocks

Thigh

Shank

Sole 

Ankle

Hand

Shoulder
Air massage for shoulders

Backrest
Whole back component

Pillow
To support the head and reduce 
intensity of the massage

Remote Control Stand

Remote Control

Side Panel

Back Cushion
Provides a barrier 
from direct contact 
with massage rollers

Hand Massager
Air massage for hand.

Seat
Air massage for 
bottom and thigh

Footrest
Air massage for foot 
and calves

Power Switch
Cut off the 
power after use

Power cord

Moving wheel
Plug
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Part Names and Functions

Remote Control

 OK3D

ON/OFF

AUTO PROGRAM

REFRESH

RELAX A I R GENTLE

NECK WHOLE STOP WAIST POINT

AIR MENU MANUAL

STRETCH

EXTREME PULSE WIDTH

SPEEDSTORE

  SHOULDER
ADJUSTMENT

FOOT
STRETCH

FOOTREST RECLINER

REJUVENATE D E E P

6 AUTO PROGRAMS
•refresh
•rejuvenate
•deep
•relax
•air
•gentle

MANUAL
Select preferred
massage from 5 modes.

KNEAD TAPPING
WAVELET SHIATSU
ROLLING

OK
Proceed your choice.

SHOULDER ADJUSTMENT
Adjust the shoulder position
slightly.

FOOT STRETCH
The air bags will inflate in the 
foot and calves and move 
down to stretch out the legs.

WIDTH
Adjust the width of 
massage heads. 

SPEED
Adjust the massage speed.

RECLINER
Adjust the angle of backrest
and foorest. The footrest and
backrest are in allied move.

ON/OFF
Switch on/switch off

LCD
Display information

4 MASSAGE POSITIONS
•neck
•whole body
•waist
•point

leg shoulder
buttocks   hand
waist

3D
3D motion

STRETCH
Pull and push from top to    
bottom extending the muscles.

EXTREME
Extreme kneading.
extreme tapping.

STORE
Store the massage as a custom 
setting.

UP/DOWN
Adjust the angle of the footrest.

PULSE
After inflation of air bag, 
massage effects rhythmically with 
deflation and inflation repeatedly 
several times.

STOP
Stop all massages.(Press 
this button to stop the 
massage immediately.)

AIR MENU
Select 5 different air 
massage regions.
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Things Done before Each Massage

Switching on the Power

21

1.Insert the plug into the socket. 2.Turn on the switch.
The power switch is located in the
back of the left armrest.
After the power is switched on, the
“ON/OFF” button will flash.

Check

1. Surroundings check
Be sure theare no objects, children or pets within a 5 foot range of the 
chair when operating..  This is to prevent serious injury.

2. Chair check
Time to time flip the head pillow back to inspect for any tears or 
damage to the backpad.

Check if power cords, remote control wires or other objects were wedged 
in massage chair. 
Check the position of the massage heads before sitting down.  Massage 
balls should be at the bottom of backrest. 

Check the position of the footrest before sitting down.
It may cause injuries, if you sit down while the footrest is moving.
Press “▼” button to lower the footrest .

※Stop using immediately even if it's broken slightly. Pull out the plug 
and then ask for repair. 
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Adjusting the Massage Chair

How to Use the RECLINER

Notice
Warnings

3

Raising Laying Down 

Suggestions:  
1. If the massage is to strong we recommend reducing the recline 
angle of the backrest.
2. Once the desires angle of the backrest is acheived you can 
change the angle of the footrest independently of the backrest.

Please make sure that there are no persons, 
pets and objects behind and under the 
backrest and footrest when you lay down the 
backrest or raise the footrest.Otherwise,it 
may cause injury or damage to the item 
surrounding it and to the chair.

Do not sit on the backrest, armrest,
footrest,shoulder. Otherwise,the user on
the chair may turn over and get injured. 

Press “▼” of the backrest to recline the backrest. 

Keep pressing “▼” to lay down the backrest and raise 
the footrest.
The more the backrest is reclined, the stronger the massage 
head will feel.  More weight is being pushed down.

Press “▼” of the backrest while it reaches to the 
desired position. 

The angle of the footrest varies in accordance with the angle 
of the backrest. 

Press “▲” of the backrest to raise it. 

Keep pressing “▲” to raise the backrest vertically and lay 
down the footrest.

 OK3D

ON/OFF

AUTO PROGRAM

REFRESH

RELAX A I R GENTLE

NECK WHOLE STOP WAIST POINT

AIR MENU MANUAL

STRETCH

EXTREME PULSE WIDTH

SPEEDSTORE

  SHOULDER
ADJUSTMENT

FOOT
STRETCH

FOOTREST RECLINER

REJUVENATE D E E P

1 2
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Adjusting the Massage Chair

How to Use the FOOTREST

Warnings

How to Use STORE

3
1 2

OK3D

ON/OFF

AIR MENU MANUAL

STRETCH

EXTREME WIDTH

SPEEDSTORE

  SHOULDER
ADJUSTMENT

FOOTREST RECLINER

FOOT
STRETCHPULSE

A

Press STORE to store the backrest and footrest.
“STORE”button is workable only when “ON/OFF”
button is flashing. 

Please make sure that there are no persons, pets and objects
behind and under the backrest and footrest when you lay
down the backrest or raise the footrest. Otherwise,
it may cause accidents or family property losses. 

Press “▲” of the FOOTREST to raise it. 
Keep pressing  to raise the footrest. 

Press “▲” of the FOOTREST while it reaches to
the  suitable angle. 

Press “▼” to lay down the footrest

Keep pressing “▼” to lower the footrest. 

 OK3D

ON/OFF

AUTO PROGRAM

REFRESH

RELAX A I R GENTLE

NECK WHOLE STOP WAIST POINT

AIR MENU MANUAL

STRETCH

EXTREME PULSE WIDTH

SPEEDSTORE

  SHOULDER
ADJUSTMENT

FOOT
STRETCH

FOOTREST RECLINER

REJUVENATE D E E P

1

2

3

Laying Down Raising

A
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Adjusting the Massage Chair

How to Use the FOOTREST

How to Use STORE

Tread forward to stretech 
the footrest .

Reminder Warnings
Do not put hands between the seat
and footrest to avoid injured when
resetting the footrest .

 OK3D

ON/OFF

AIR MENU MANUAL

STRETCH

EXTREME WIDTH

SPEEDSTORE

  SHOULDER
ADJUSTMENT

FOOTREST RECLINER

FOOT
STRETCHPULSE

A

Press STORE to store the backrest and footrest.
“STORE”button is workable only when “ON/OFF”
button is flashing. 

1

Press “     ” of the FOOTREST to raise  the foot at a suitable angle.

Press “     ” of the FOOTREST to lay down the foot. 

When resetting the footrest, the footrest will be shortened
automatically.

When raising footrest,tread forward to stretch the footrest. 

 OK3D

ON/OFF

AUTO PROGRAM

REFRESH

RELAX A I R GENTLE

NECK WHOLE STOP WAIST POINT

AIR MENU MANUAL

STRETCH

EXTREME PULSE WIDTH

SPEEDSTORE

  SHOULDER
ADJUSTMENT

FOOT
STRETCH

FOOTREST RECLINER

REJUVENATE D E E P

A

Laying Down Raising Stertching
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ATTO Mode Course

At the Beginning

PREPARING

1 Press ON/OFF

●The image on the right will 
appear

●Relax yourself when sitting on 
the chair and lean your head on 
the backrest.

●Reclined to the desired 
posititon 

2 Select one of the 6 Auto massage programs
( REFRESH、REJUVENATE、DEEP、RELAX、AIR、GENTLE ).

3 Once the auto pre-set program is selected the chair will 
conduct a computer body scan.  Remain still as it maps your body.

1

2

When the power is switched on, the  “ON/OFF” button will flash.  After pressing
“ON/OFF” button, the LCD will display below image.

※  If the body scan fails, the image of on the screen above will 
flash. Press STOP and start the process again.
 

PREPARING

 OK3D

ON/OFF

AUTO PROGRAM

REFRESH

RELAX A I R GENTLE

NECK WHOLE STOP WAIST POINT

AIR MENU MANUAL

STRETCH

EXTREME PULSE WIDTH

SPEEDSTORE

  SHOULDER
ADJUSTMENT

FOOT
STRETCH

FOOTREST RECLINER

REJUVENATE D E E P
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AUTO Mode Course

6 The selected AUTO program will be displays on LCD.

5

Press“     ”、“     ”to adjust 3D strength.

Press“      ”、“       ”to adjust the air strength.

4

4

5

Once the body scan is complete, it will give 5-10 
seconds to adjust the height of the starting point.
Press        or         to raise or lower the starting point.

remaining time

air position

This indicates the width 
of the massage

air strength

roller massage

current massage mode

 OK3D

ON/OFF

AUTO PROGRAM

REFRESH

RELAX A I R GENTLE

NECK WHOLE STOP WAIST POINT

AIR MENU MANUAL

STRETCH

EXTREME PULSE WIDTH

SPEEDSTORE

  SHOULDER
ADJUSTMENT

FOOT
STRETCH

FOOTREST RECLINER

REJUVENATE D E E P

This shows where the 
air bags are activated 
This shows the 
strength level of the 
massage.
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ATUO Mode Course

The massage heads will return to initial position
automatically after AUTO mode ends.

7

8 Please turn off the power after use.

Massage heads will move to the initial position when pressing the OFF button.

“ON/OFF” button will flash after massage heads move to initial position.

Press ON/OFF

Stop the Massage during the Course

Stop the Massage Immediately

Notrice
Please turn off the power after 
using the chair to avoid any 
accidents from children or 
unauthorized people using the 
touching the remote.

Press STOP.
In an emergency it will 
stop all functions of the 
chair immediately. OK3D

ON/OFF

AUTO PROGRAM

REFRESH

RELAX A I R GENTLE

NECK WHOLE STOP WAIST POINT

AIR MENU MANUAL

STRETCH

EXTREME PULSE WIDTH

SPEEDSTORE

  SHOULDER
ADJUSTMENT

FOOT
STRETCH

FOOTREST RECLINER

REJUVENATE D E E P
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 AUTO Mode Course and Basic Massage Courses

By Mechanical Strength (massage balls)

Air Massage

FOOTREST
Knead sole, ankle and calves.

THIGH BOTTOM
Massage from thigh to bottom and 
then push up from back.

COMBO FOOTREST
Massage the calves over air massaging other parts.

FOOT STRETCH
The foot stretch is more of a leg stretch.  The airbags will 
inflate and the bring the legrest down stretching out the 
quads and knees.

Massage position or function can be selected from the 16 kinds of AUTO mode.

Suggestions:
Body Scanning
The computer body scan with only initiate if an AUTO program is selected.  It will not work in manual mode. 
When the body scan is activated please stay still so that it can map your body accurately. This will allow for a 
effective massage.    

    

REJUVENATE

REFRESH

RELAX

AIR

for relaxing whole back

DEEP

GENTLE

WHOLE BODY (15 min around) SHOULDER and NECK (15 min

around) for relaxing neck and shoulder

WAIST (15 min around)

for relaxing waist

TAPPING
A rhythmic massage throughout the back.

WAVELET
A combination of kneading and tapping massage.

SHIATSU
Strong press centering to a specific position.

KNEAD
A kneading rotating motion throughout the back. 

EXTREME KNEAD
Knead mainly overall shoulder throughout the 
back with some tapping.

EXTREME TAPPING
Mainly tapping overall shoulders and 
throughout the back with rhythm frequency

PULSE
After inflation of air bag,massage effects 
rhythmically with deflation and inflation 
repeatedly several times.

3D KNEAD
Knead muscles with extending and retracting 
motion 3D motion.

ROLLING
Massage heads rolling top to bottom.  Stretching the back.

STRETCH
Pull and push from down to up to extending muscles.

STRETCH KNEAD
Knead muscles with a  pulling action.

STRETCH TAPPING
Continuous tap with rhythm as well as a stretching and 
bending action.

STRETCH WAVELET
Knead over tapping, slight motion over kneading as well 
as pull and push from down to up.

3D TAPPING
Tap rhythmically with front-and-rear 3D motion.

3D WAVELET
Knead over tapping and slight massage with 
front-and rear 3D motion .
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Massage with Mechanical Strength (Massage Ball)

At the Beginning

1 Press ON/OFF
The default screen will 
show as indicated on the 
right.

2 Press “MANUAL” then choose the massage you
want by “     ”and “     ”.  The massage 
will start in 5 sec. or immediately if you press 
the desired massage type.

1

2

 After powering on, the “ON/OFF” button will 
flash. Press the "ON/OFF”button again and the 
LCD will  display the following image.

PREPARING

PREPARING

 OK3D

ON/OFF

AUTO PROGRAM

REFRESH

RELAX A I R GENTLE

NECK WHOLE STOP WAIST POINT

AIR MENU MANUAL

STRETCH

EXTREME PULSE WIDTH

SPEEDSTORE

  SHOULDER
ADJUSTMENT

FOOT
STRETCH

FOOTREST RECLINER

REJUVENATE D E E P
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Massage with Mechanical Strength (Massage Ball)

3

4

5

6

3

4

5

There are 3 manual functions, 3D, Stretch and  
EXTREME. Some of these massages can be used in 
combination with other style of massages. Please 
refer to the massage table.

You can set the massage area from the neck, whole,  
waist,  point. Each function can be adjusted to 
massage the desired area or concentrate on one 
area.  Please refer to " function combination table.” 

When you press MANUAL mode, the massage area 
will default to massage just one spot" POINT " . 
Only the " ROLLING " will be preset to massage 
whole body.

When you set WHOLE, it will adjust to the height of 
your shoulder.  You can adjust the shoulder height 
by using the up and down arrow button.

6

 OK3D

ON/OFF

AUTO PROGRAM

REFRESH

RELAX A I R GENTLE

NECK WHOLE STOP WAIST POINT

AIR MENU MANUAL

STRETCH

EXTREME PULSE WIDTH

SPEEDSTORE

  SHOULDER
ADJUSTMENT

FOOT
STRETCH

FOOTREST RECLINER

REJUVENATE D E E P
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Massage with Mechanical Strength (Massage Ball)

7

10

8

9

You can use “     ”and  “     “ to adjust the 3D strength.
There are 7 sections for 3D strength.  

7

You can press WIDTH to adjust the width of massage 
heads. There are 3 sections for the width of massage 
heads. 

8

You can press SPEED to adjust the massage speed.
There ara 3 sections for the massage speed.  

9

10

 OK3D

ON/OFF

AUTO PROGRAM

REFRESH

RELAX A I R GENTLE

NECK WHOLE STOP WAIST POINT

AIR MENU MANUAL

STRETCH

EXTREME PULSE WIDTH

SPEEDSTORE

  SHOULDER
ADJUSTMENT

FOOT
STRETCH

FOOTREST RECLINER

REJUVENATE D E E P When selecting "POINT" the massage head will 
stay in one area. Using the up and down button 
you can adjust the location of the massage heads.
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Massage with Mechanical Strength (Massage Ball)

11 FUNCTION COMBINATION TABLE:
X→ unadjustable        V→ adjustable

MASSAGE TYPE MUNUAL FUNCTION 3D STRENGTHMASSAGE AREA WIDTH SPEED

KNEAD

3D

STRETCH

EXTREME

V V

V V

X

X X X

X

X X X

KNEAD

KNEAD

KNEAD

NECK、WHOLE、WAIST、POINT

NECK、WHOLE、WAIST、POINT

NECK、WAIST

NECK、WHOLE、WAIST、POINT

MASSAGE TYPE MUNUAL FUNCTION 3D STRENGTHMASSAGE AREA WIDTH SPEED

TAPPING

3D

STRETCH

EXTREME

V V

V V

X X

X X X

TAPPING

TAPPING

TAPPING

NECK、WHOLE、WAIST、POINT

NECK、WHOLE、WAIST、POINT

NECK、WAIST

NECK、WHOLE、WAIST、POINT V

V

V

MASSAGE TYPE MUNUAL FUNCTION 3D STRENGTHMASSAGE AREA WIDTH SPEED

WAVELET

3D

STRETCH

V V

V V

X XWAVELET

WAVELET

NECK、WHOLE、WAIST、POINT

NECK、WHOLE、WAIST、POINT

NECK、WHOLE、WAIST、POINT X

X

X

MASSAGE TYPE MUNUAL FUNCTION 3D STRENGTHMASSAGE AREA WIDTH SPEED

SHIATSU VNECK、WHOLE、WAIST、POINT X X

MASSAGE TYPE MUNUAL FUNCTION 3D STRENGTHMASSAGE AREA WIDTH SPEED

ROLLING VNECK、WHOLE、WAIST XV



Massage with Mechanical Strength (Massage Ball)
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The massage heads will return to initial position 
automatically after finishing the selecting function.

12

13 Please turn off the power after use.

Massage heads will move to the initial position.

“ON/OFF” button will flash after massage heads have moved to the initial 

position.

Press ON/OFF

Stop the Massage during the Course

Stop the Massage Immediately

Notice
Please turn off the power after 
use to avoid any accidents 
from unauthorized use by  
children or unqualified person.

Press STOP.
The chair will stop all 
functions immediately.

 OK3D

ON/OFF

AUTO PROGRAM

REFRESH

RELAX A I R GENTLE

NECK WHOLE STOP WAIST POINT

AIR MENU MANUAL

STRETCH

EXTREME PULSE WIDTH

SPEEDSTORE

  SHOULDER
ADJUSTMENT

FOOT
STRETCH

FOOTREST RECLINER

REJUVENATE D E E P

Massage with Mechanical Strength (Massage Ball)
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Air Massage

At the Beginning

2
2 3

1

2 Press AIR MENU.  Choose the region you want massaged  
using the up and down arrow button. Once selected the air massage 
will start in 5 seconds.

Adjust the air strength by “     ”and “     ”. 
Air strength has 5 levels of intensity.

3

 Once the chair is powered ON, the"ON/OFF 
button will flash.  On the LCD screen the image 
below will be displayed on the monitor.

PREPARING

PREPARING

Press ON/OFF1

Standby screen will be displayed

Relax and and be steady as the 
computer scan maps the back. Be 
sure your head is reclined back.

Recline and position the chair to 
the desired position.

 OK3D

ON/OFF

AUTO PROGRAM

REFRESH

RELAX A I R GENTLE

NECK WHOLE STOP WAIST POINT

AIR MENU MANUAL

STRETCH

EXTREME PULSE WIDTH

SPEEDSTORE

  SHOULDER
ADJUSTMENT

FOOT
STRETCH

FOOTREST RECLINER

REJUVENATE D E E P
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Air Massage

Once the time has expired the massage heads 
will return to its original postion.

4

5 Please turn off the power in the back after use.

Massage heads will move to initial position.

“ON/OFF” button will flash after massage heads move to initial position.

Press ON/OFF

Stop the Massage during the Course

Stop the Massage Immediately

Notice

 OK3D

ON/OFF

AUTO PROGRAM

REFRESH

RELAX A I R GENTLE

NECK WHOLE STOP WAIST POINT

AIR MENU MANUAL

STRETCH

EXTREME PULSE WIDTH

SPEEDSTORE

  SHOULDER
ADJUSTMENT

FOOT
STRETCH

FOOTREST RECLINER

REJUVENATE D E E P

Please turn off the power after 
use to avoid any accidents 
from unauthorized use by  
children or unqualified person.

Press STOP.
The chair will stop all 
functions immediately.
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Massage with Mechanical Strength (Massage Ball) and Air

Conduct air massages in the course of mechanical massage

1

2

Press AIR MENU button1

The display will indicate all areas the air massage can be applied.

Compound massage of shoulder/waist/hand/buttocks/leg

2 Choose the part you want by “     ”or“     ”
To select the areas of massage use   “     ”or“     
”button. Once selected press“OK”to start air 
massage.

The display will show the area the air 
massage is activated.

3

 OK3D

ON/OFF

AUTO PROGRAM

REFRESH

RELAX A I R GENTLE

NECK WHOLE STOP WAIST POINT

AIR MENU MANUAL

STRETCH

EXTREME PULSE WIDTH

SPEEDSTORE

  SHOULDER
ADJUSTMENT

FOOT
STRETCH

FOOTREST RECLINER

REJUVENATE D E E P
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Maintenance and Keeping

Maintenance

Do not wipe down with alcohol, thinner or 
petroleum based cleaners. Do not spray 

any harsh chemicals to avoid any 
upholstery damage. 

Notice

Massage Chair

 

Do not wipe it with gasoline, thinner,
alcohol,other solution and cleaning
powder, in order to avoid any scratch,
discoloring and crack.

Notice

Do not wipe it with wet cloth to avoid 
shortage and breakdown.

Notice

Do not apply or make contact with any hot 
objects such irons, hot cups, etc.

Notice

Keeping

Use a neutral cleanser with soft clothes to wipe 
the dirt on plastics and armrests and then remove the 
remained cleanser with a dry cloth. 

※Clean the painted parts with dry clothes.

Please clean the remote control with dry clothes.

Use a neutral cleanser with soft cloth  to wipe 
down. Remove the remained cleanser with a clean 
damp cloth and then finish it with a dry cloth and make
all remain moisture is removed.

Please put it at a dry and dust-free place after
cleaning it. And cover it if you don't use it for
a long time. 

Massage Chair

Suggestion

Suggestion  

It is important to inspect the cover, cushion for leaning on, back cushion, pillow and 
cushion                                                                                                                                                        
Use a neutral cleanser with soft clothes to wipe the leather, remove the remained cleanser 
with clean water and then clean it with dry clothes and make it air-dry. 
(Too much cleanser will damage the cover).  Please clean the painted part with dry clothes.

keep the massage chair clean and put at the place away from dust and moisture.

Remote Control

Cushion for Leaning on, Back Cushion,  
Cushion and  other textile parts

Do not place the chair in direct sunlight 
or near any heaters, ovens and other 
objects that emit hot temperatures.  
The chair must at all times be in a 
ROOM temperature environment to 
electrical failure.

Notice

Please pull out the plug with dry hands during
maintenance in order to avoid any electric 
shock and injury.

Notice



  

Keeping
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Trouble-Shooting

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

During the course of the chair's life span, certain symptoms may arise which 
are perfectly normal.  These are normal things to expect as the chair is used 
more and more. Here are few of the symptoms that can me expected.                

Sounds from massage heads slightly louder as it moves. Maybe resolved by 
greasing the backrest assembly.

Sounds from gears and motors will get a little louder.  Tightening of bolts may 
reduce the sound.

Sounds from frictions between massage balls and covers of massage 
chair (esp.from KNEAD massage). 

Sounds from TAPPING and WAVELET action as it moves from top to bottom.

The speed of the massage may slightly change over the years as the motor will start 
to weaken in the later time of the chair's life expectancy.
When the speed varies in the massage their may be a slight sound change.

Sounds from motors will increase as the barrier and gears begin to wear.

When conducting the body scan, as the rollers move from top to bottom the joints 
may produce a clicking sound as the springs and joints begin to wear down.

Sounds from air inflation and deflation will be come louder.

Sounds from air bag inflating may change as the airbags stretch out over time.
As the chair reclines the may be a noticeable sound. Greasing the joint may reduce the 
sound.
The massage heads in the back may be at slightly different levels due to years of stress 
and pressure.

●

Warnings
Do not dismantle, repair or 
tamper when this symbol is 
displayed.  This  should 
only be handled by 
certified techs. Warranty 
will void not followed.

Is the power switch in the back of
the armrest switched on?

Is the backrest pressing against the 
wall?

When the massage heads encounter 
an extreme amount of resistance or 
force teh chair safety feature will 
cause the chair to shut down. If the 
person exceeds the weight capacity it 
will no operate.

IS the chair properly plugged in?

Does the rear of the backrest
touch the wall or other objects?

Make sure the outlet has power.

Check the fuse on the chair

If so please be sure the proper 
amount of distance is provided for 
the chair to operate properly. If the 
backrest is pressed against the wall 
the chair will stop functioning.

Try restarting the chair by powering 
off from the back of the chair.  If the 
chair has beeing operating for more 
than an hour, allow for the chair to 
cool down for 30 minutes while 
unplugged.

Insert the plug into the socket

Check the remote to make sure none of 
the buttons are in the stuck position.

Troubles

10

10

7、10、11

10

10

7

No Power 
to the chair

Stops
during the
massage.
The remote
control
doesn't
work)

The recline 
is not 
working

Where to be Check Measures Reference Page

Is the plug firmly in the oulet?

When the screen of remote control displays ERROR, switch off the power and switch on again. 
Then, press “ON/OFF” button to start.
※ If the chair is not working still, remove the plug from the outlet and let it rest for 30 min.  If it still 

does not work leave it unplugged and contact the manufacturer. 
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Maintenance and Check up

Maintenance and Check up

。

Maintenance
and Check

Check if there are the following conditions ? 

burnt smell from the chair

power cord is unusually hot.

Be sure the power cord is in 

good condition.

Check for tears in the backrest

Stop Using

Immediately turn off the 

chair and unplug it and 

contact the manufacturer 

to report any damages or 

abnormalities.  This is for 

your safety and to avoid 

damage to the chair.

Check and inspection is
a must after using many
years.

Suggestion :  If the massage chair isn't used for a long period of time, please make sure all functions
                        work normally before using again.

Service Needed

If there are still abnormal conditions after taking measures referring to pg. 27, please 
stop using the massage chair and cut off the power. Pull out the plug from the socket

 and contact the dealer. 

Other troubles to keep aware of:
If there are any any abnormal movements or operations contact the manufacturer and unplug from outlet.

Warranty for functional and repairing parts
After stopping production, there are functional parts for repair massage chair itself by keeping for 6 years. 
Functional parts are meant to the necessary parts for keeping massage chair's functions working normally.

Specification

Not allow to use the voltage beyond the rate as permitted. 

Rate

Product

Type

Speed of Massage by 
Mechanical Strength (massage 
ball)

Intensity of Massage by Mechanical Strength (massage ball)

Intensity of Air Massage

Intensity of Air Massage at Wrist

Auto Timer

Angle of Chair Back

Size (approx.)

Weight 

Power 

Time

Power Consumption (50~60Hz)

Knead

Tapping

Upright

Laying Down 

Upright

Laying down

100 ~ 120V (50~60Hz)

30 min

3 levels  

3 levels )

7 levels 

5 levels

5 levels

About 15 min

About 120~170°

About 0~90°

L50.6" x W35.5" x H47.3"

L80.9" x W35.5" x H30.8" 

About 200 lbs

120 W

Massage Chair

HS-3601
220 ~ 240V (50~60Hz)




